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Housing Continuum of Care of Bucks County, Executive Committee Meeting Minutes 

August 21, 2017 

Present: Rich Aichele, Jane Cramer, Sue Denard, Don Detweiler, Stefanie Hendel, Deborah Kirkner, Tracy 

Mellor, Deb Neidhardt, Marlene Piasecki, Joelle Pitts, Jon Rubin, Joyce Schug, Matt Uhler, Marti Woglom 

Absent: Erin Lukoss 

Approval of July 21, 2017 Minutes (Don Detweiler): Motion to approve was made by Marti Woglom. 

Tracy Mellor seconded the motion. All approved, none opposed. 

CoC Application Ranking: Stefanie Hendel previewed the new review and ranking tool provided by HUD. 

There were 11 renewal projects, 2 new projects, and 1 planning application. The project from the 

Housing Authority will need to be considered as part of the renewals. The projects that were part of the 

reallocation, cannot be scored because they do not have rapid rehousing data yet. The ranking process 

navigation tool will be posted on the web site.  Scores were reviewed for those projects that could be 

scored. There was discussion around the housing first model. Because HUD continues emphasize 

housing first approaches, it will remain a priority for scoring on the CoC application. There was also 

discussion about how to strengthen the coordinated entry system and ensure all projects participate in 

HMIS. In reviewing the scoring – some unique circumstances were discovered when looking at the 

permanent supportive housing programs, and the group discussed when and how exceptions need to be 

made (not penalizing programs for circumstance beyond their control such as death of a client, etc.) It 

was agreed that the scoring rubric should be reviewed each year. In ranking all of the projects, the group 

agreed that the project for Valley Youth House would be split between tier 1 and tier 2 and that any 

bonus projects would go in to tier 2 below any operating projects.  The thresholds for renewals were 

also applied to new projects. During the discussion of the two new applications, the project from YWCA 

was deemed inappropriate primarily because it does not employ a housing first or low barrier rapid 

rehousing approach and may negatively impact the overall application. Marlene made the motion that 

we include one new project and that the new project from Bucks County Housing Group be included in 

the application. Rich Aichele seconded the motion. Tracy Mellor abstained.  All voting members 

approved, none opposed. The YWCA will be notified that their application was rejected along with why 

it was rejected. The committee decided to postpone the August meeting until September at which point 

they would discuss the review and ranking process and outcomes. In the meantime, the draft results will 

be posted on the website and notify members when those materials are posted. 

Separately, Sue Denard emphasized that, moving forward, agencies would be well-advised to revisit 

their non-discrimination policies to ensure they are inclusive of multiple groups beyond race and 

gender. 

 

 

Notes submitted by Matt Uhler, Secretary HCoC-BC 


